Abstract. For any product-preserving bundle functor F defined on the category T 2 bA of fibered-fibered manifolds, we determine all natural operators transforming projectableprojectable vector fields on Y 6 Ob(J-^SA) to vector fields on FY. We also determine all natural afRnors on FY and prove a composition property analogous to that concerning Weil bundles.
Let us remind some results concerning product preserving bundle functors F on the category TM of fibered manifolds, [8] and [6] . In [8] , the second author published the extension of the mentioned above Kolaf's result and obtained the complete description of natural operators lifting projectable vector fields from a fibered manifold Y to vector fields on T"Y.
Let us recall the concept of a fibered-fibered manifold. It is a surjective submersion TT : Y -> Y between fibered manifolds p : Y M and £ : Y -> M which is fibered and transforms submersically fibers of Y into fibers of Y. A smooth fibered map / : Y -> Y' is said to be a morphism of fibered-fibered manifolds Y and Y' if there is the so-called base map !'•¥-> ¥' which is also fibered. In formulas, we have N' of -JO-K. Thus we have the category T 2 M of fibered-fibered manifolds which is local and admissible in the sense of [4] , In [7] we have proved that product preserving bundle functors on T 2 M correspond bijectively to commutative diagrams
Natural operators
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(1) ©= Ai formed by Weil algebra homomorphisms. The main result of [7] gives the bijective correspondence between the category ppF^M of product preserving bundle functors on T 2 M. with natural transformations among them and the category K,o of commutative diagrams 0 with their morphisms, i.e. For a commutative diagram 0, a bundle functor F e is defined as follows. For a fibered-fibered manifold
we have
Then F = F E (modulo a natural equivalence). 
We shall investigate projectable-projectable vector fields. A vector field on a fibered-fibered manifold n : Y -> Y is said to be projectable-projectable if it is projectable in respect to both of the projections it and p. The flow Flf of X is formed by local .F 2 .M-isomorphisms. The space of all projectableprojectable vector fields on Y will be denoted by Xproj,proj(Y). In the very end of the section, we remark some special cases of functors and 0= 0 = z:R-* A -A4 be the canonical inclusions of reals into A. [8] . In [8] we have also defined Aut for any Y 6 Obj(jF 2 yVi).
Some property of product preserving bundle functors defined on JF
We state the main result of this section
PROPOSITION 3. Let F be a product preserving bundle functor on T 2 M.. Then every absolute natural operator Ay TprojiProjY -> TFY is of the form AD,Y for some D € Der(^4, ©), where © is a commutative diagram of the form (1) corresponding to F.
Proof. Let © be a commutative diagram associated to F. By Proposition 1 and the remark following it we have TT e -J' e ® ld for the identity diagram all vertices of which being the Weil algebra B of dual numbers. 
PI
The fact that Dp and Dq cover the identity maps id^p, id^ and © <g> pi PI idm ~ ( ©, ©) in the identification (7) yield for any (p, q) E S commutative diagrams
The multiplication (7) 
Natural operators T proj^proj -> TF®
In the beginning of this section, we remind the concept of a natural affinor by Koszul, [3] and [4] . 
Analogously to [8] we state the assertion giving all natural affinors on A natural affinor on F e Y is in particular a natural transformation T e ® ld y -» T e ® ld F satisfying respective property. Then the proof is very similar to that of Proposition 3 and so it is omitted. An independent proof will be presented after the proof of Theorem 2.
In [8] we have proved that for product preserving bundle functors on TM, i.e. all natural operators lifting projectable vector fields are of the form L(c) oP + Ad for some c 6 A and D € Der (A,fi,B) . For a projectable-projectable vector field X on a fibered-fibered manifold Y one can verify the following formula of Kolar Using the invariance with respect to homotheties on Y, we obtain the homogenity condition atk{ta) = tafc(a) for t ^ 0.
Then the homogenous function theorem and .4y(0) = 0 follow that a^ are constant maps linearly depending on k. Then using the invariance with respect to id« x t id one deduces that the vector space of all natural operators Ay in question satisfying . In what follows, we present an independent proof of Theorem 1. In the first step, we show that the vectors T(X) (v) 
Final remarks
A fibered-fibered manifold Y is of dimension (mi,m2, ni, n 2 ) if dim M = mi, dimY = mi + m 2 , dimM = mi + ni, dimY -mi + m 2 + ni + n 2 . All fibered-fibered manifolds of dimension (mi,m 2 ,ni,n 2 ) and their local isomorphisms form a category which we will denote by )?Tl2 ,«2 
